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Complex financial instruments, investing in risky assets, and irresponsible lending caused the investor 
confidence hit the bottom during the 2007 global crisis. Orthodox investment vehicles gained 
importance, as investors turned their faces to safer assets. However, low returns in stocks and bonds 
markets repel investors. Investors are looking for safe harbors that would yield higher- than- fixed- 
income securities, yet are subject to acceptable level of risk. 
Existing literature implies that commodity trading advisors (CTAs) and managed future funds (MFFs) 
standing in the distance between hedge funds and mutual funds offer an acceptable risk- return 
tradeoff. CTAs and MFFs are proven to be well- performing standalone investment vehicles and even 
better portfolio assets. They have higher than fixed- income- returns and they are especially successful 
in bearish markets. They increase portfolio Sharpe ratios remarkably in both good and bad economic 
conditions. They are very good diversification assets in all markets. 
What is the role of managerial skill in this success? In order to find it out, we firstly compute Jensen 
alphas using four- factor- and eleven- factor- market models. Positive and significant Jensen alphas 
comprise about 24% of the whole sample. But we cannot call this fraction “successful funds” unless 
the success is persistent. Non- persistent success may be due to pure luck or there may be temporal 
reasons behind it. We apply parametric and non- parametric persistency tests on our data. The results 
show that CTAs are persistent at marginal levels, but MFFs do not show any persistence. The results 
indicate that excess returns in CTAs can be somewhat explained by managerial skill, but we cannot 
state the same for MFFs. 
We also analyzed fund inflows and outflows to check if there is a relationship between flows and 
returns. There is an interesting relationship: A fund attracts flow if it generates positive returns for a 
given month. However after the fund gets inflows, its returns fall down in the next period. These 
results suggest a non- persistent, temporal return- flow relationship in CTA and MFF industry. 


